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1. Introduction
1.1. Summary
Representation theory of groups is usually concerned with categories of abelton
groups on which a group G acts and one of its problems js to classify· the natural
direct product decompositions which such a category-cldmits. The purpose of this
~ . ~. . ' .. -... "" ... .'.- : '. .,
paper is to consider a correspondingnllpotent 'problem, i.e. to look atvanous
categories of nilpotent groups with G-action "and 'hlVestig~te" their natural
decompositions into a direct: product of subsets (and'not necessarily 'subgroups).
Our main result then is that these abelian and nOilpQtent Classification problems are
equivalent, i,e,
(i) every natural decomposition (into subsets10/one ofour categories C!! nilpotent
groups with Gsaaion restricts 10 adecomposition ollIS SkocategQry 0/abelian groups
(i~to subgroups) and conversely, every natUral decomposition of the" sUbcategory"of
. . . ,;! •
abelian groups can be obtained in thiS manner; and
(ii) two decompositions 0/one ofour categoriesofnilpotent groups are equivalent if
and only if theirrestrictions to the subcategory ofabelian groups are equivalent.
~ ."
The above mentioned catc..~ ,,,ies of abelian groups with G·actiori are 'the cate-
gories of left R [G}-modules, where R.is either a subrjng ofthe ,;'tionals or cyclic. A
natural direct product decomposition' of such R(G]~moduJes into! R-modules is
~ ,. . ~ .. -
completely determined.by a decomposition ..of.the.group ring R[G] into a·direFt
product of right ideals, which in turn is determined by a set"of pairwise.crthogonal
;. ~ ... ..... . . ...
idempotents in the group ring.Likewise a nf:'~ural direct. product decomposition of
R[G]-modu)es·into·R[GJ.omodules is completely determined by aide~omposiiion
of the group ring R[GJ into a direct product of two-sided idiqli. whiCh'ln:turn·is
determined by a set of pai~ise·.orthogonaiceniialidemPotents hi-'tbe group'til'.g.
Similar results hold for ourcategories; of+nilp.otefil .gt~uPs;~th~~t~gt;iieS. of
R-nilpotentgroup withG..ac#on'(recaU·(6'J) that it group is Roo:nilpoteot Hit.has a
• This Resea«b was supported by the National~lceFoundation.
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finite central series for which the successive quotients are R-modules); i.e. in order
to study their natural direct product decompositions, it suffices to investigate the
appropriate R-nilportllt group "rings"; which are near ri~gs in the sense of H.
Neumann [6]. The proof of our results therefore takes place mainJy in these near
rings and in fact proceeds by Induction on the R ...nilpotency class of these near rings.
1.2. Homotopical application and motivation
Our motivation for this non-abelian representation theory was the following
homotopy theoretical problem. Let G be a finite group and let X be a ~imply
connected space with base point, whose homotopy groups are uniquely p-Ql~jsible
for every prime p which divides the order of G. If G acts on X keeping the base
point fixed, then G also acts on the loop space ax and hence on the homotopy
groups of nx (which, apart from a shift in dimension, are the same as the
homotopy groups of X). According to ordinary representation theory [9,. Prop. 23]
these homotopy groups therefore admit a natural direct product decomposition
(into abelian groups with G-action) with as many factors as G has conjugacy classes
of cyclic subgroups, The problem then is whether, at least up to homotopy" there is
a corresponding decomposition of the lflop space nx into a direct product of spaces
with G-action:- realizing this decomposition of the homotopy groups.
A rather straightforward argument similar to the one used in [2, Th, 4.11 yields a
direct product of spaces with a homotopy- G...action, but not a strict G-action. To
obtain the latter, or..e observes [1, Ch. Vl that ilX can be presented by a simplicial
group (with G·action)J which in each dimension is an inverse limit of nilpotent
groups, uniquely p-divisibJe for every prime p, which divides the order of G. It thus
suffices to show that such nilpotent groups with G-action admit a natural
decomposition into a direct product of subsets with G-action J which extends the
decomposition of the corresponding abelian groups. and the present paper grew out
of our attempts to show that this is indeed tne case. Further details on this and
similar applications will be given in [5].
1.3~ Organization of the paper
We start in Section 2 with a precise definition of a decomposition or splitting of
one of our categories, and of equivalence of such splittings. As an example we
discuss in some detail two splittings of the category of' IIniquely 2-divisible groups
with Z/2-action. Another example (in Section 3) concerns the splittings of the
category of left R[G]-modnles, which, as we already noted, are in 1-1 cor-
respondence with the decompositions of the group ring R[0] into a finite direct
product of right ideals or two-sided ideals1 depending on whether the splittings are
into R-modules or R [G]-modules.
In Section 4 we state our main result (if G is a group andR is either a subring of
the rationals or cyclic, then, modulo equivalences, the spllttings of the category
of R-nilpotent groups with G-action are in 1--1 correspondence with the splittings
of the category of left R[G]-modules) as well as some refinements.
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In preparation for the proofs of the results of Section 4 we put (in .Section 5) the
notion of a splitting of a category. IF <a bit more in perspective' by considering
the endomotphisms ofthe forgetful functor;;; ...... (sets). These form a near ring inthe
sense of A. Frohlich 14J, i.e, they form an additively written,' but not necessarily
abelian, group with a multipUcatively written associative product that is right (but
not necessarily left) distributive with respect to the "addition", A splitting of 9i then
becomes an, in some sense maximal, set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents in this
near ring. If fF is the category of Jeft R[GI-modules. then this near rin'g is actually a
ring, namely the group ring R(G].
In Section 6 we consider the case in which g;, is the category Jfa of '"R-nilpoICi:t
groups of class a with Gsaction and observe that these groups are "modules' over
the resulting near ring Ra { GJ, the R-niIpotent group near ring of class a. Finally in
Section 7 we put everything together to prove the results of Section 4.
1.4. Notational warning
In order to keep the notation as simple as possible and to emphasize the close
parallel to the classical (i.e. abelian) situation. we will throughout the parer ~te
the group G multiplicativf!ly, but use additive notation for any group on which G
acts, even though it may be non-abelian. This is compatible with the above (1.3)
mentioned notation for the operations in a near ring.
2. Splittings
To state our results (in Section 4) we have to explain first what we mean by a
decomposition or splitting of one of our categories of groups and when we call two
such splittings equivalent. Roughly speaking, a splitting is a natural finite direct
product decomposition into subsets which. in the non-abelian case, need not be
subgroups. More precisely:
2.1. Definition. Let G be a group, let lJ be the category of groups with G..action
and let 3' c: ro be a full subcategory. A retraction p of g; then is a function which
assigns. in a natural manner, to each group Ve 5 a retraction
p: V~»pVc: V
of V onto a subset pVc: V and two such retractions PI and pz are called orthogonal
if the compositions Pt P2 and PZPI both retract every group V E Sii onto its identity
element.
A spliuing of iF is now defined as a finite sequence Ph '! ..... P.. of pairwise
orthogonal retractions of!§: such that. for every group V E-·~'the induced map of
sets
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is 1-1 and onto, and two such splittings Ph ••• , Pk and qh.·., qlc. are- called
equivalent if, for every group Ve FJi, the compositions
incl. reb'.
piV --4 V-+q.V
are 1-1 and onto.
This definition obviously implies
l~i~k
2.2. Proposition. IfPh •. ~ t Pk is a splitting ofS;, then so is P.,,(I), .•. , Ptr(k) for eoerv
permutation 1t of the integers 1, ...... , k.
A slight generalization of definition 2.1 is
2.3. Definition.. For any subgroup He a, a retraction p of g; is called H-invariant
if hp = ph .for all h E H. For every group V E fii. the subset pVc V then inherits
an H-action and the retraction p: V -+pV becomes an H-map. Similarly a
splitting Ph .... J Pk of ~ is called H ..invariant if the PI are all H ..invariant. Clearly
these notions reduce to the ones of Definition 2.1 if H is the trivial subgroup.
A retraction p of ~ win be called H -fixed if it is not only H-invariant , but
moreover hp = p =ph for aU h e H. This implies that, for every group Ve §. aU
elements of pV remain fixed under the action of H.
An immediate and important consequence of the definition of H-invaritmt and
the naturality of spJittings is
2..4. Proposition. Every ~plitling 0/ g; is C-invariantt where C denotes the center
olG.
We end with an example which exhibits some of the features of splittings
considered in Section 4. The calculations are rather straightforward (keeping 1.4 in
mind) and are left to the reader.
2..5.. Example. let G =Zj2, the cyclic group oforder 2 and Jet !!Ii be the category of
groups with Z/2-action which are uniquely 2-divisih/e. Following the convention
1.4, we write the group operation for a group Ve s;- addilively., with 0 for the
identity element of V and -v for the inverse of an element v e ~
Let PIJ P2 and tilt qz be the splittlngs of f!Ji constructed by means of the formulas
PIV =-!(V-IV)+ V,
qlv == v-!(--tv +v),
P2V ;:; !(v - tv),
q2V = !(-tv + e),
where t denotes the generator of Z/2.. They have the foUowing properties:
Rtpr6en1JJtioll$ in ni/pD'~n'groups·
(i) For every group V E~ PI V = ql V is exactIythe symmettic pan of V
PI V = ql V = {v ltv = V, V E V}
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which is actually a subgroup of v:
(ii) For every group V '?~ pz V ;;; qz V is exactly theskew-symmetrit:. part of. V
P2V;:; q2 V = {I) Itv +v := at v E V}
which; in general, is only a subset,of V. as (1.4), in spite of the additive notation, V
is not assumed to be abelian.
(iii) Even though PI V =q. V and pzV = q2 V for every group V e ~ and the two
splittings agree on all abelian groups in ~. they do not agree on all of g., but are
merely equivalent.
(iv) For every group VESi. every element ve V can uniquely"be written in the
form
v = VI + Vz with Vi E PiV
but, in general, VI ~ PIV and VI ¢ pzV. However, the equivalent splitting qh qz (with
the same factors) remedies this situation as
(v) Both spIittings are Z/2-;nvariant (2.4) and the retractions PI and q. onto the
symmetric parts are Z/2-jixed (2.3).
The phenomena observed in this example (except for. unfortunately." the simpli-
city of the formulas) persists (see Section 4) in many other categories.
3. Abelian examples
OUf main result states (see Section 4) that, modulo equlvalences, thesplittings ol
our categories of nilpotent groups are in 1-1 correspondencewiththe splittings of
their subcategories of abelian groups. 'WNe therefore start-here with a brief dis-
cussion of the splittings of the latter. and Dote in particular that these spUtlings in
tum are in 1-1 correspondence with the decompositions ollhe conesponding group
rings into a direct product ofright ideals.
3.1. Splilting Jelt R[G]-modules
Let G be a group~ let R be either a subring ollke rationals .;JC cyc1ic~ i.e.. 'Z/n 10:',
some integer ~ > 1, let R[G] denote the group ring of Gover R .and Ictal be tht:
category of left R[G]-modcles. ]f Pl~'" ..... P. is a splitting ·of'd~;.then,l using its.
naturality, one readily verifies:
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[I) For every module Me911 each PiM is a sub-Rsmodule 0/ M and the cor-
respondence
M =;'PtMx .. · xPkM
is a direct product in the usual sense, i.e. an isomorphism of R-modules. If, for
some subgroup He G1 Pi is H-invariant (2.3), then PIM is a sub-R[H]-module
afM.
(ii) Each PiRLGl is a right ideal ofR[G] and, as PiM = (p;R[G])M for all l, the
splitting of st is completely determined by the resulting decomposition of R[G]
.
R[G]=PIR[G]x,,· XPkR(G)
and, in fact, this correspondence between the splittings of d and the decom-
positions of R[G] into a direct product of right ideals is 1-1 and onto.
(iii) Two splittings Pl, ••• t Pk and qs, •.. ~ qk of st are equivalent if and only if"
for each i, PiRrG] and qiR[G] are isomorphic right ideals.. i.e, isomorphic as r~g11[
R IG]-modules.
3.2. Examples
In ordinary and modular representation theory [3~ 8] the group G is assumed to
be finite. One then often considers the following extreme decompositions of the
group ring into a direct product of right ideals. The most often considered case is
case (iii).
(i) Decompositions into non..zero ri,51rt ideals which cannot be decomposed any
further into n direct product of such ideals. Any two of these decompositions have,
except for their order. isomorphic factors. This corresponds (see above) to finest
natural splittings of R[G]~modules.into R-modults.
{ii) Decompositions into non-zero right ideals which are also left R [H)-modules
for some fixed subgroup He G, and which cannot be decomposed any further into
a direct product of such ideals. Again any two of these decompositions have, except
for their order. isomorphic factors.
(iii) LJecompositions into non...zero two-sided ideals, which cannot be decom-
posed any further. This is case (ii) for H =G. Such decompositions differ from each
other only in tbe order of the factors. This case corresponds (see above) to the finest
natural splitting of RrGJ·modules intoR[G]-modules. If b-1 E R. where b denotes
order of G, then one of the factors consists exactly of the elements which remain
fixed under the action of G.
4. The main result
Let again G be a group and R either a subring ofthe rationals or cyclic, i.e, Zjn
for some integer n > 1. The statement of our results then involves the following two
categories stJ c:.H:
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(i) the category.st of R-moduleskwlth.O-action, Le.Jeft R[G]..modules,
(ii), the category .K.of R-nilpotent (see 6.1) groups with G-tJction~
and our main result is that, modulo equivalences" the splittings of these two
categories are in 1-1 correspondence with each other. In other words:
~.1. Proposition. Everysplirting of9J is the restriction ofa·splitting of.N:
4.2.. Proposition.. Two splinings 0/H areequltalent !"ar. tionly iftheir resuiaions le-
d are equivalent.
Furthermore, even though, for a spJitting Pi ..... "Pic. of K, the factors PiV of a
group Ve.lf need not be subgroups, they are related to the group structure of V by
(as in 2.5 (iv»)
4.3. Proposition. Let Ph 4 •• "p" be a splitting of.N: Then" for ev~ry group VeJt:
every element v E V can uniquely /H wnhen in lh~ form (remembe, Ihe additive
notation conuention 1.4)
v = VI + ..... +Vk with Vi ep.V.
Moreover there is an equivalent splining qh ...... t q" such that q~V = p,V (l Ei i~ k).
for every group V E Jf, and
v = qtV + ..... +q"v for every v E 11:
The proofs of these propositions go (see Section 7) by induction on the class (see
6.1) of the R-niIpotent groups involved.
One can refine Proposition 4.1 as follows:
4..4. Proposition. Let He G be a subgroup which contains the center C 01 G and
assume that HI C ;S 0/ finite order d and tha: R is uniquely d-divisible. Then every
H-invariant (2~3) splitting 0/.s4 is the restriction ofan Hsintariant splitting ofH.
Every splitting of J{ is automatically (2.4) C...invariant. To obtain H-invariance
we average (see 7.3) over HIe. and this explains why we require that HIC be of
finite order: and that R be divisible by thiS order.. This divisibility requirement is not
superfluous in view of
4..5. CODDler example. Let R = Z/2 and let G = S3, the symmetric group on 3
elements. Then there is a q-invariant splitting of .sIwhich is not the restriction of a
G-invariant splitting or H.-
If the group G is of finite order b and R Is uniquely lKIivisible. then the standard,
decomposition in representation theory is (3.2(iii» the finest G-.invariant splitting
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Ph •.. ~ Pk of d such that PI is G-fixed (2.3). The following proposition implies the
existence of a similarsplittingof K. The proof involves averaging over all elements
of G (see 7.4).
4.6. Proposition... Let G be of finite order b, let R be uniquely b-dluisible and let
Ph .•. ,. Pic be a G-invariant splitting of .sd. 'such that PI is G-fixed (2.3).. Then this
splitting is th« restriction ofa G-invariant splittingp~, ... , pi:of.K., such thatp~ is also
G-fixed. Furthermore, for every group V e ~V.. p ~ V consists exactly ofthe elements ofV
which remain fixed under the action ofG.
The proofs of all these results will be given in Section 7.
5. The near ring of endomorpbisms of the forgetful fundor
Before starting with the proof of the results of Section 4, we put the notion of a
splitting a bit more in perspective by considering
5.1. The near ring. End f7 ofendomorphisms ofthe forge/ful functor fE --+ (sets)
Let g; be (2.1) a fun subcategory of the category f!J of groups with G ..action" and
let End g; consist of the endomorphisms of the forgetful functor IF-. (sets), i.e, the
functions which assign, in a nstural manner" to each group V E $ a function of V
into itself. Then it is not hard to see that (apart from the usual set theoretical
difficulties which" in the cases we need. will disappear in 5.3) End !!F is a near ring in
the sense of Neumann [6]. More explicitly
(i) End Si is ;.an additively written, but not necessarily abelian, group; for a, b e
End~. their "sum" a+ b is obtained using the "addition" (1.4) in each group
Ve [F, Le, by the formula
(a+b)v =av+bv VE ~
The "additive" identity element 0 E End 9i sends each group Ve gji onto its identity
element O.
(ii) End~has an associative productwith a two-sided identity 1, which assigns to
every group Ve!F its identity map; this product is obtained by composition, i.e. for
a" b e End !!Ji, their product ab is determined by the formula
(ab)v = a(bv) ve v:.
(iii) The right distributive law holds, i.e.
(a +b}c = ac+bc for an Q, b, c eEnd~
but the left distributive law need not. Still, the naturality implies that, if c eEnd g; is
such .that the function C: V ... V is actually a homomorphism for every group
l!7
VefJi, then
c(a+b)=ca +cb for all a, beEnd§'
(iv) Every element g e G gives, by its action on every group V ~~ rise to 3Q
element of End fF which we will also denote by g. Thus G acts on the (ad4itively
written) group End!F by composition, on the right as well as {see (Ui) on .lhe I~f:..
In view of all this we can now reformulate definition 2..1.
5.2. Splittings and tl,eir equivalencei·
A finite sequence ofelements Ph ..... , Pi e End fF is a splitting of~ iiand only if
(i) each Pi is idempotent (i,e. pr = Pi).
Oi) the Pi ore pairwise orthogona! (i.e.. PiP}~ 0 for; ;= i1 and
(iii) forevery group V E~ the induced map
V .....PI V x- .. X Pic V
is 1-1 and onto.
Furthermore, flo 10 sp/iltingsPit ... " •Pk. and q11 ....... qlc of~areequivalentifand onl)' if
there is an inu«rtibls element u e End g;such that
qi = LPIU-t for all i.
The first half and the "if" part of the second half are obvious, while the only if
pan follows from the observation that one can take for u the composition
Thus, if Ph ... ·, Pk is a sp/ining of ~. then. for every invertible u e End §,
up 1U -1 , ••• I up".u-1 is an equivalent splitting and all equivalent splinings can be
obtained in this manner.
In the cases in which we are interested one can get a further hold on the near ring
End s, because
5.3.
The forgetful functor has a lelt adjoint, which assigns to every set X the free
§'-object on X. In particular, if F denotes the free §-objecl on a single generator I,
then- (1.4) F is anadditively written. but not necessarily abelian. group with
G-action and it is not hard to see that one 'can tum F into a urlng U with all the
properties of 5..1. if one defines the product by the formula
ab =o(a) a, beF
where b:F ~Fe g; denotes the unique map which sends 1 into b.l'do:eover a
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straightforward naturality argument shows that the correspondence
EndS;~F g;venby a .... a(l)
is an isomorphism of uringsU (with a'action). We therefore identify End flll with F
under 'his isomorphism.
This free near ring F was introduced by Frohlich [4].
5.4. Example
If !IF = '{j (2.1)t the category of groups with G-acriont' then F is the free group on
(the underlying set llf) G and the product in F is given by the formula
where be F. gh ..... I g. e G and nh .... I n, are integers.
Of more interest to us is the following well known
5.5. Example
If !j; = 9/, the category of left R (G ]-modulest then F =R IGl t the groupring, and
one easily verifies that under the identification .of 5.3 t a splitting of sl becomes a
finite sequence0/elements Ph .. .. . t Pk. E R[OJ such that
(I) each Pi is an idempotent,
(ii) the Piare pairwise orthogonal, and
(iii) PI + ... + Pi.: = 1t
and that lwo splillings Ph ...• Pit; and qh ..... q" of SIt are equivalent if and only if
'here is an invertible element U E R[G] such that
qi =UPiU-I for all i.
Actually condition (iii) is an easy consequence of conditions (i) and (ii) and the
weaker condition
(Hi)' PI +...+Pk is inuenlble
which is the one that generalizes (see 5.6) to the R-nilpotent case. In this case (see
again 5.6) the conditions (iii) andIili)' are not any longer equivalent, in the presence
of (i) and (ii). but are still closely related.
5..6. Remark
The argument used in the proof of proposition 4.3 (Section.?) implies that, for
the category .N" of R-nilpotent groups with G-action. one can (as inS.S) strengthen
the characterization of splittings of 5.2 to: A finite sequence ofelementsPI, ••• I p"E
End.N" is a splitting of.K ifand only if'
(i) each Piisan idempotent,
(ii) the PI are pairwiseorthogonal, and
(iii)' PI + .. ·+PI:. is invertible.
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Another consequence of the proof of proposition 4.3 is: 1/PI. .• ~ ,. p"e·'End Jr'is a
sp/ilting ofK, and q, = P,(PI+;. •.+Pk)-t for all i, then qh ..... ).qA: is an eqcivalent
splitting such that q,V = PIV (1 Ei ; ~k) 101 every group V e K lind
(iii)ql + ~ ..+ql: ~ 1..
6.. '[be R-niJpofent group Dear ring of G
\Ve now tum to the particular near .ring of endomorpbisms of forgetful functors.
the R-niIpotent group near ring, which win play a key role in the proofs of our
results. We start with recalling [1] the definition of
6.1. Rsnilpotent groups
Let again R be either a subring of the rationals or cyclic. A group V then is said
to be R-nflpotent 0/class a if it has a finite central series
V = Va:::>· •• ::J V: ~ • ~ •~ Vp :;::: id
such that each quotient VtlVl+l admits a (unique) R-module structure.
If R c Q. then the R-n:lpotent groups are the nilpotent groups. which are uniqu~ly
p-divisible for every prine p such that p -1 E R ...In particular the Q-nllpotent groups
are the nilpotent M?~cevgroups ["1].
If R = Z/n, the ~l the R-nilpotent groups are the nilpotent groups in which the
order of each elen.ent divides n" for $l)mefixed"Clof each group separately) integt!T
r>O.
6.2. The Rsnilpotent group near rings
Let R again be as above and let G be a group. Let again.lt denote the category
of R-nilpotent groups with G-action and, for every integer a i3= 1, let Jrq c K denote
its full subcategory of the R-nilpotent groups of class a with G-action. Then we
define the R-niipotent group nearring R G {G} ofG ofclassa by
RQ{G} =End K", a ~ 1.
As Xl =sJ, the category of left R[G]-modules, one has (5.5) R,{G) =R{G], the
usual group ring. Similarly one can, for a> 1, give a more direct description of the
group near rings as follows:
If R c: 0, then
Ra{G}=R @(F{G}/ra + 1F{GJ)
where F{G} denotes the free group on (the. under1yi~g set of) G" ra + 1 .is the
(a + l)-st term of the lower central series and R@is theR.completion of [~, Cb. V].
which has the effect of making the nilpotent groupF{G}/ra+IF{Gl uniquely




where P{G} is as above and r~!l is the (a + 1)-5t term of the (n)-Iower central
series, which is inductively defined by the formulas
r~")v= V,
r~n!I V = ker(r~ft)V~R ® (r~")vllV, r~)v]»).
An easy but useful property of the Ra {G} is
6.3. Proposition. The obvious map Ra+1fG}-+ Ra{a} is onto. Its kernel KR + 1{G} is
an R-moduleand is contained in the center ofRQI+l{G}.
We also observe that
6.4. ObsenatioD The objects ofK" are "modules" over the near rings RatG}. One
can interpret the statement RQ{G} == EndKa. (~.2) as saying that every group VeNa
is a "module" over the near ring Ro{G}. The action of RQ{G} on such a group
VeNa clearly has the properties
(ab}v;: a (bo). (a +b)v = au +bv, g(v +w)= gv +gw
for aU a, b eJ'1et{G}. g e G and v,. W E ~ Somewhat less obvious. but not hard to
verify. and very useful for our purposes, is the following proposition
6.5. Proposition. 1/ 1-' e J{a:+l and V' c: V is an R-module contained in the centerof
v. then
a(v +v')= au +av'
for all a eRa:+l{G}, ve Vand v' E Vi.
Of course this also applies to the action of RQ:+I{Gl on itself. i.e. the case
V == Rt:<+l{G}.
We end with an application, which is useful, even though we won't need it to
prove theresults of Section 4.
6.6. Proposition. If u eRa{G} is invertible and we Ra+1{G} goes 10 u under the
projection Ra+I{G}-Jo RQ{G}. then w is also invertible.
Proof. If w'eRa+I{G} goes to u- I • then (6.3) w'w = l+x, with xeKa+1{G},. It
follows that x 2 = 0 (a + 1~ 2) and hence
(w'-.tw')w = w'w -xw'w = l+x-x(l+x)= l.
The associativity of the multiplication now readily implies that w is invertible.
RtprUtntaliQ/U in nilpOtentvoups
7. Proofs of the results of Section 4
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The proofs of the various propositions proceed b)' int.luction on the class of the
R-r..iIpotent groups involved.
Proposition 4.1 foUows readily.from the·following two ierPmas
7..1. Lemma, Every pairwise onhogono.l set ofldempotents in R; tG} can be "Ii/led"
to a pairwise orthogonal set ofldempotents in R;+1{G}.
The "lift" terminology in this and !ater lemmas" refers OfCOUi;.e to theohvious
projection Ra+I{G}--+J>Rar{G} (see 6.3).
7..2. Lemnra. If Ph • . • •Pic. e Rar.+1{G} are pairwise orthogonal idempotents, such
that 5.2(iii) holds for every group VeKcn then 5.2(iii) also hclds for roery group
Ve ..,ya+l.
Proof of Lemma 7..1.. The proof proceeds hy picking elements in R CI + 1{G} that map
to those given in Ra{G}, and then fixing them up to have the desired properties.
Let Ph • • • , Pic E Ra{G} be pairwise orthogonal idempotents and choose. to: each
i. an arbitrary Ulift'" q.l E R.:+\{G} of Pi- Then Cf = qi - q~ e:rK.c.+l{G}. As (6~3)
Ka+I{G} is an R·module contained in the center of Ra+ 1{G} and a +,1~2, it
follows that c; =: 0 and q;cl= pre, = PiCl= qiCt. Combining this 'nth 6.5 one gets that
q; :::::qiCi+q~, (d =qtCl+q1 and hence q1 =-2qiC,+q: and now it is. not hard to
verify that
Ti = q; + 2q~'C eR""+l{G}
is an idempotent as well as a lift of Pl.
Next observe that TiTj E Ko+1{G} if i # j, and (6.3) as K a+-1{G} is an R-l!1odu!e
contained in the center of Ra+1{G} and a + 1 ;>-2, it follows that r;'F,. = rl'i'Jrm= 0 if
i '# j and j ¢ m, A straightforward calculation now yields that the elements
are the desired pairwise orthogonal idempotents.
Proof of Lemma 7..2. Given a group VeNa.), choose an R ...morluie V'c::. ~ in the
center of ~ such that ,V'"~ VIV' e Ka • and Consider the natural commutative
diagram
V' --+ PiV'x· .... XPk.V'
.J, :.
V ----to PIVx. · • XPIl: lr'
~ .J.
V" ---+- Pi V"X" ... XPILVit'O'
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Then ·V' (resp. PIV' X' • • X PiV') is an abelian group which acts by Jeft "addition"
on the group V (resp. the set PI V x- .. X Pic V). Moreover these actions are free
(i.e. a +v = v for some v implies a = 0), and V" and P1V"·x, .. X PicV" are the
resulting quotients. As the horizontal maps are compatible with these actions and
as the top and the bottom maps are 1-1 and onto, so Is, by a simple five-lemma type
argument. the middle map.
Proof of Propositio~ 4.2.. Let Ph ... , Pk and qh ... I qll; be splirtings of .II whose
restrictions to st are equivalent. Then it suffices to show that these two splittings
themselves are equivalent and this is done by applying the arguments of lemma 7.2
to the compositions
indo nlr.
PiV~V~q:V 1 =s; i:Ei k.
To prove the first part of Proposition 4.3 one uses the arguments of the proof of
Lemma 7.2 to show that the natural map
given by (Uit ••• , Vlc)~ VI +.. ~+Viet is 1-1 and onto. Combining this with 4.1. one
gets that the composition
IV~P1VX" ·pIcV-... V
is also 1-1 and onto. i.e. Pl +.. ·+p" is invertible (see ~.6).
To prove the second part ofProposition 4.3 let ql (1 ~ i~ k) be the composition
i.e. ql =P;(PI +~ .. "+PA:r"l. Then one readily verifies tbat qh .•. ,qk is a splitting of
..V with the desired properties.
Proposition 4.4 follows readily from the arguments used in the proof of pro-
positlcn 4.1 and the following lemma.
7..3. Lemma. EveryH-iiJVariantelement of Rm{G} can be lifted to an H-invariant
element ofRa+1fG} (under the assumptions of 4.4 of course).
Proof. Let p e Ra{G} be H-invariant, choose a lift q e R Q + 1{G} of p and coset
representatives hit •. . ~ hd of C in H, where d denotes the order of HI C~ and
observe that then
r=d-l(htqh1:+.. '+hdllh"d1 ) eRm+t<G}
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is also a lift of p. As hqh-1'=q (mod KI:I+l{G}) for 3ll._" EH -and cqc-1'=q f~r all
C E 'Ct a straightforward calculationyields that
hrh-t =d-1(hhiqh"i l h'l1+- . ·+hhdl'lhdlhd~)=r
for every element h e H, and thus Tis H-invariant...
The first part ofProposition 4.6 follows similarly from the arguments used in the
proofs of propositions 4.1 and 4.4 and the
7.4. Lemma, Every G-fixedelement ofRI:I{G} can be lifled to a a-fixed elemetu of
R cz+1{G} (under the assumptions of 4.6 of course).
Proof. Let p E Ra{G} be G-fixed~ let b be the order of G and let gs. .... ~ g" be Its
elements. Choose a lift q E.Ra +1{G} of p. Then gq =. q (mod K a +1{G}) for every
g E: G~ and the argument of ;~.3 yields that the element
r =b-l(gtq+-..+ gbil) eRc:+l{G}
has the property mat gr = r for every reG. Funhermore 18= T (mod K p +1{G}) for
every g E 0, and.a similar argument yblds that the element
s » b-Je,gt +.. ·,gb) ERm+1{G}
has the desired properties.
The second part of Proposition 4.6 follows from the naturality of PI and the
observation that, if v e V is fixed under the action of G. and R eX denotes the ring
R with trivial G-action, then there is a unique map R -il> VeX which sends 1 into v.
We end with the construction of counter example 4.5. Describe G = 53 as the
group with two generators a and b and the relations a 2 = 1. b3 = 1 and aba =b2..
Consider the G-invariant idempotent p = b + [12 E R [G] ::R I{G} and let q e R2{G}
be any lift of p. Then we V!ill show that q cannot be G-invariant.
Write q in the form
q = !ell+k2a +k3ab+k41ib2+n1b +n1b2 + Ct +- . "+Cr
where the k, are even and the n, are odd .(moci4) and each Ci is a (2-fold)
commutator. This can be done In different ways. but the parity of ris independent
of this choice, Le. r is either always even or always odd. Conjugation of q by a
results in interchanging nlV and ,.'Zb2 and hence changing the parity.. Thus aqa #:q.
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